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Enforcement of Foreign Judgments helps alleviate the time and costs of consulting foreign attorneys or government agencies for information regarding the specific procedures of individual nations and their policies towards enforcement of foreign judgments.

It addresses the most pertinent specifications, requirements, and legislation of each individual nation.
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Africa
1. **Uniformity of Law and Regulations**

Botswana is not divided into states and is therefore governed by one central government. It is to be noted at this point that Botswana’s common law is a combination of the Roman Dutch common law and the English Common law. South Africa happens to also apply Roman Dutch law and therefore in the Botswana courts South African cases are highly persuasive and widely applied. Wherever reference is made herein to South African Law or to a South African Precedent, it is because the law of Botswana is silent on the point and the South African law or precedent would be highly persuasive.

2. **Judgments**

2.1. **Definition**

The committee of nations and international commerce require that foreign judgments be recognized and enforced in each other’s country as far as possible. In Botswana as in other countries this is usually achieved by a statute which under certain conditions recognizes as judgments decisions of foreign courts. The Court also takes into consideration the following factors for the enforcement of a foreign judgment: whether the parties are all peregrines; whether the parties are domiciled in the country or residents of the country – *Gyimah v. The Attorney-General In re Ex Parte Application of Vivian Gyimah.*

---

1. 2010 1 BLR 646.
In the Gyimah case, the court made reference to the case of Pretorius v. Sweiger (ii) 1979-1980 B.L.R. 129 where the following statement was made:

‘If both plaintiff and defendant are peregrines and there is no ground of jurisdiction ratione rei sitae, rei gestae or contractus - none has been averred - the Court will not entertain the action and would not even if the defendant were to submit to the jurisdiction. The time of the Court should not be taken up with disputes, having nothing to do with Botswana, between persons neither domiciled nor resident here.

2.2 Categories

(a) Money judgments – South African courts will recognize judgments that are not contrary to the country’s public policy. If the Defendant a) was resident in the country over which the foreign court exercised jurisdiction or; b) submitted to the jurisdiction of the foreign court by conduct or agreement, then the South African courts will recognize and enforce the judgment.2

The following requirements were specifically referred to in the leading case on the subject, Jones v. Krok 1995 (1) SA 677 (A):

(1) the foreign court must have had international competence as determined in terms of South African law;

(2) the judgment must be final and must not have become superannuated;

(3) the enforcement of the judgment must not be contrary to South African public policy (which includes the rules of natural justice);

(b) Specific performance – There is no authority regarding this area in Botswana. Such judgment would be enforceable in South Africa to the extent that it is capable of implementation in South Africa.3

(c) Injunctions – no case authority available in Botswana or South Africa on the enforcement of foreign court injunctions.

(d) Arbitration awards – The Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards was adopted by a United Nations diplomatic conference on 10 June 1958 and entered into force on 7 June 1959. The Convention requires courts of contracting states to give effect to private agreements to arbitrate and to recognize and enforce arbitration awards made in other contracting states. Botswana ratified the convention on 20 December 1971. In the case of Good v. The Attorney-General4 the court stated that international treaties to which Botswana was a signatory did not have the force of law until incorporated in the domestic law. Section 24(1) of the Interpretation Act (Cap 01:04) provided that such international conventions and treaties as far as they had not been incorporated into domestic law may be used as an aid in the construction of the Constitution.

---

2. South Africa – prepared by Advocate Warren B. Bank, Advocate of the High Court of South Africa, member of the Johannesburg Bar and student of the Honourable Society of Gray’s Inn, London and is included in the present volume.

3. Ibid.

4. 2005 (1) BLR 462 (HC).
and of statutes. Where it was possible to do so without doing violence to the language used, an interpretation consonant with Botswana’s international obligations subscribed to in conventions with other states should prevail.

(e) Personal status (divorce, matrimonial, inheritance, adoption, insolvency) –

The common law of Botswana on recognition of foreign divorce decrees is a mixture of the Roman Dutch common law and English common law. The principle of law for the recognition of foreign decrees is that only decrees granted by the courts of the domicile of the parties at the time of their marriage should be recognized, and that a married woman takes on the domicile of her husband on her marriage.

(f) An award for multiple/punitive damages would be enforceable. The courts of Botswana are however noticeably more reserved than courts of other jurisdiction with regards to the quantum.

(g) A judgment which is in itself a recognition of a previous foreign judgment.

(h) Foreign interim order are enforceable for:

(i) relief pendente lite;

(ii) maintenance and custody. The High Court of Botswana is the upper guardian of every single minor within the Republic of Botswana. The children would therefore have to be present in Botswana.

(i) Judgments against the local State or any of its organs.

(j) Judgments which are not enforceable would be as according to section 11 of the Judgments (International Enforcements) Act where it appears to the President that the treatment in respect of recognition and enforcement accorded by the courts of a certain country to judgments given in the superior courts of Botswana is substantially less favourable than that accorded by the courts of Botswana to judgments of the superior courts of that country, the President may by statutory instrument order that except in so far as the President may otherwise direct, no proceedings shall be entertained in any court of Botswana for the recovery of any sum alleged to be payable under a judgment given in a court of that country.

– foreign fiscal judgments (income tax and customs duties) are enforceable as well.

All above-mentioned judgments are enforceable to the extent that they fall within the provisions of the Judgments (International Enforcements) Act.

2.3. Reciprocity

Reciprocity of enforcement on the part of the foreign courts is an essential for the enforcement by local courts as shown by section 11 of the Judgments (International Enforcements) Act mentioned above.

In the case of T Schouten’s Imports (PTY) Ltd v. Wintercom Botswana (PTY) Ltd, the court stated that proof of a claim based on a foreign judgment did not depend on reciprocal enforcement of judgments and that by virtue of the

5. 1984 BLR 111 (HC).
provisions of the Evidence (Commonwealth and Foreign Acts of State and Judgments) Act (Cap. 10:03) (1973 Rev.), judgments of courts of justice in all foreign states could be proved in courts of justice in Botswana or before any person having by law authority to hear, receive and examine evidence and that they could be proved by the production of authenticated copies of the judgment purporting to be sealed with the seal of the foreign court. Once such a judgment was proved it would be an evidence, and in the case of a money judgment it would be a good evidence of the existence of a debt at the time it was given. It is important to note that this case refers specifically to the foreign judgment being used as evidence of the existence of a debt and not the actual enforcement of a foreign judgment.

In South Africa, a successful reciprocity is not an essential factor but may be taken into consideration by the court.\(^6\)

3. **Currency Regulations and Restrictions**

(a) *Section 21 of the Bank of Botswana Act states as follows:* ‘The framework for determining the external value of the Pula shall be determined by the President on the recommendation of the Minister after consultation with the Bank.’ There is really no restriction as to transfer of funds in foreign currency. The value of the judgment would have to be converted to the local currency in order to ensure that the judgment amount has been accurately satisfied.

(b) There is no restriction, and therefore this question is non applicable.

(c) The value of the judgment may have to be converted to the local currency for ease of reference; however there is no statutory provision that makes such conversion mandatory.

4. **Documentary Requirements**

Section 12 (1) of the authentication of documents Act states that a document signed in any Commonwealth country shall be sufficiently authenticated if authenticated by the certificate of a notary public, under his signature and seal of office, the mayor or provost of any town under his signature and seal of office, the permanent head of a Government Department, the Registrar or Assistant Registrar of a court of justice having unlimited jurisdiction, the High Sheriff of a county or any person designated for the purposes of the Convention as an authority competent to issue a certificate or ‘apostille’. Notwithstanding any other provisions contained herein, a document signed in any other country shall be sufficiently authenticated if authenticated by a suitable certificate under the signature and seal or stamp of office of-(a) a member of the Diplomatic Branch of the Botswana Foreign Service attached to a Botswana Embassy or High Commission in such country; or (b) a person shown by the certificate of:

(i) a member of the Diplomatic Branch of the Botswana Foreign Service attached to a Botswana Embassy or High Commission in such country;
(ii) a person holding an office in such country equivalent to that of Secretary of State or Under Secretary of State;
(iii) a Diplomatic or Consular Officer of such country serving in Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland or the Republic of South Africa; or
(iv) a British Consular Officer attached to a British Embassy or High Commission in such country, where such country has no member of the Diplomatic Branch of the Botswana Foreign Service accredited thereto on a residential basis, to be duly authorized to authenticate such document by the law of such country,
(a) The laws recognize a company’s ability to act and therefore no authorization need be proved.
(b) Basic allegations in the founding affidavit reflecting the fact that the judgment was passed and now needs to be enforced as well as the general facts of the matter such as the identification and address details of the parties should suffice.
(c) Faxed supporting documents or notarized copies suffice were they have been sufficiently authenticated according to the provisions of the Authentication of Documents Act.

5. CONVENTIONS

– Civil Procedure – Botswana is not a signatory
– National Law v. Law of Domicile – Botswana is not a signatory
– Recognition of Companies – Botswana is not a signatory
– Maintenance of Children – Applicable Law – Botswana is not a signatory
– Maintenance of Children – Enforcement – Botswana is not a signatory
– Service Abroad – Botswana is a signatory
– Choice of Court – Botswana is not a signatory
– Enforcement of Judgments – Botswana is not a signatory
– Divorce – Recognition – Botswana is not a signatory
– Administration of Estates – Botswana is not a signatory
– Maintenance – Enforcement – Botswana is not a signatory
– Maintenance – Applicable Law – Botswana is not a signatory
– Matrimonial Property – Botswana is not a signatory
– Civil Aspects of Abduction of Children – Botswana is not a signatory

6. AUTHENTICATION OF DOCUMENTS

Section 6 of the Botswana Authentication of Documents Act states as follows: In any criminal or civil proceedings a document:

(a) purporting to bear the signature of any person holding office under the State; and
(b) bearing a seal or stamp which purports to be a seal or stamp of the department, office or institution to which such person is attached, shall on its mere production, without proof of such signature, seal or stamp, be presumed to have been signed by such person, unless it is proved not to have been signed by him.

Section 10 of the said Act states that section 6 shall apply in respect of a document emanating outside Botswana, which purports to bear the signature of any person holding office under the State in any place outside Botswana as they apply in respect of a document emanating in Botswana which purports to bear the signature of any person holding such office therein.

7. TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENTS

(a) The English language is the language used by the court which does not need any translation for the court. However, a person who is not conversant with the English language, be it a party or a witness in the matter, may request translation. Order 65 states that any person of full age may be admitted and enrolled by the court as a sworn translator in any language upon satisfying the court as to his competency. Order 66 of the Rules of the High Court states that: Where the evidence of any proceedings is given in any language with which the court or a party or his representative is not sufficiently conversant, such evidence shall be interpreted by a competent interpreter, sworn to interpret faithfully and to the best of his ability in the languages concerned.

(b) The Rules of the High Court merely require that the translator be a sworn translator as according to Order 65 of the Rules. The said Order requires that: a sworn translator must have his proficiency in the language which he intends to translate duly certified in writing, after examination held not more than six months before the date of his application by a competent sworn translator of not less than five years standing and if there is no sworn translator of sufficient standing within its jurisdiction the judge may appoint as examiner any person whom he considers to be duly qualified to hold such examination. After admission and enrolment, the translator shall, before commencing to exercise the functions of his office, take an oath or make an affirmation which shall be subscribed by him in the form provided in the rules.

8. REOPENING OR REVIEW OF JUDGMENTS

(a) Section 7 of the Judgments (International Enforcement) states that on an application duly made by any party against whom a registered judgment may be enforced, the registration of the judgment shall be set aside if the registering court is satisfied:

(i) that the judgment is not a judgment and was registered in contravention of the Act;
(ii) that the courts of the country of the original court had no jurisdiction in the case;

(iii) that the judgment debtor, being the defendant in proceedings in the original court, did not (notwithstanding that process may have been duly served on him in accordance with the law of the country of the original court) receive notice of those proceedings in sufficient time to enable him to defend the proceedings and did not appear;

(iv) that judgment was obtained by fraud;

(v) that the enforcement of the judgment would be contrary to public policy in the country of the registering court; or

(vi) that the rights under the judgment are not vested in the person applying for registration.

(b) Yes. According to section 7 of the Act, the registration of a foreign judgment may be set aside on grounds that the judgment was obtained by fraud.

9. Pending Procedure

(a) A foreign judgment will not be enforced unless it is final and conclusive in its effect.

(b) It is a common law principle that the noting of an appeal automatically suspends the execution or implementation of a decision – Botswana Power Corporation Workers’ Union v. Botswana Power Corporation (No 2) 1998 BLR 276 (IC).

10. Defences

Defences are available to the defendant:

– the foreign court had no international competence to decide the case, if the jurisdiction is in this way challenged, the onus is on the plaintiff to prove the jurisdiction;
– that the foreign judgment was not final;
– that the foreign judgment is contrary to the public policy of the local country;
– where the judgment is contrary to a local statute;
– where the judgment was obtained by fraud, forgery or perjury, including suppression of material documents.7

11. Jurisdiction

(a) If the issue of jurisdiction is not raised then it will be assumed the foreign court was properly seized with the matter. If the issue is raised the court will consider the facts before it and reach a determination.

7. Supra.
(b) Jurisdiction is determined according to the local court’s law. Judgments (International Enforcements) Act is the statute mainly governing the enforcement of foreign judgments in Botswana.

(c) (i) Consent to the foreign jurisdiction or – Section 7(2) (a) of the Act states that in the case of a judgment given in an action in personam the foreign shall be deemed to have had jurisdiction where the judgment debtor, being a defendant in the original court, submitted to the jurisdiction of that court by voluntarily appearing in the proceedings otherwise than for the purpose of protecting, or obtaining the release of, property seized, or threatened with seizure, in the proceedings or of contesting the jurisdiction of that court; or the judgment debtor was a plaintiff in, or counterclaimed in, the proceedings in the original court; or if the judgment debtor, being a defendant in the original court, had before the commencement of the proceedings agreed, in respect of the subject matter of the proceedings, to submit to the jurisdiction of that court or of the courts of the country of that court;

(ii) Section 7(2) (a) and (b) of the above-mentioned Act states that if the judgment debtor, being a defendant in the original court, was at the time when the proceedings were instituted resident in, or being a body corporate had its principal place of business in, the country of that court; or if the judgment debtor, being a defendant in the original court, had an office or place of business in the country of that court and the proceedings in that court were in respect of a transaction effected through or at that office or place then the foreign court will be deemed to have had jurisdiction.

(d) (i) Where jurisdiction was contested: The jurisdiction issue will have to be raised from the onset as a preliminary defence.

(ii) Where jurisdiction was not contested: Section 7 of the Act as mentioned above provides that a defendant who has defended the proceedings in the foreign court may not raise the defence of jurisdiction later.

(e) (i) No. A default judgment has the same consequences as any other judgment.

(ii) Yes. failure to enter appearance to defend, failure to submit subsequent pleadings, or failure to appear at any hearing would be regarded as a ground to grant a default judgment. Order 30 rule 1(1) of the Rules of the High Court state that where the writ of summons is endorsed for a debt or liquidated demand only and the defendant fails, or all the defendants fail, if more than one, to enter appearance thereto, the Registrar may, on application by the plaintiff, enter final judgment against that defendant (including judgment declaring immovable property secured by a mortgage bond specially executable) for any sum not exceeding the sum endorsed on the writ, together with interest at the rate specified, if any, and if no rate is specified at the rate of 10% per annum to the date of payment, and costs and proceed with the action against the other defendants, if any.
(f) If the foreign court accepted a clause conferring exclusive jurisdiction on the foreign court, the local court can decide to review the judgment on that ground. Section 7 of the Act would apply in this instance in that if the local court were to decide for example that the enforcement of such clause or judgment would be contrary to public policy then it could set aside the registration of the said judgment and it would not be enforceable in Botswana.

(g) Yes. The respondent must be a citizen/resident, own assets or carry on business in the local country for an application for enforcement to be submitted – Gyimah v. The Attorney-General mentioned above. 8

12. **Contractual Waiver**

(a) A prior contractual waiver of service or notice would not be recognized by the local courts as this would be contrary to the public policy of Botswana and such judgment would therefore not be enforced.

(b) No. The local court would not enforce a foreign judgment although it was granted after a contractual waiver of procedural requirements usually imposed by the local court.

13. **Service Requirements**

There is no specific requirement that the service procedure be identical to that of the Botswana courts.

14. **Cession**

(a) The South African courts will recognize a cession of the judgment on proof of the existence of the cession, which need not be in writing. 9

(b) No, 10 such cession cannot confer any advantages in the proceedings before the local court.

15. **Interim Relief**

(a) An application for a temporary interdict may be made and shall be granted once the following requirements have been met by the applicant. It must, first, be shown that the applicant has a clear legal right to the issue of the interdict, or at least a right ‘prima facie established though open to some

---

8. 2010 1 BLR 646.
10. *Ibid*.
doubt’, second, that there is a well grounded apprehension of irreparable harm to the applicant if the relief is not granted and he ultimately succeeds in establishing his right, and finally, that the balance of convenience favours the granting of the relief sought.

(b) Yes. If interim relief is allowed, the local court would require that the foreign applicant provide security usually in the form of money, the amount of which would be determined by the circumstances of each case.\(^{11}\)

16. **INTEREST**

(i) In terms of the original judgment, interest will be that awarded by the court of the designated country until date of registration of the judgment.\(^ {12}\)

(ii) Interest runs from the date of registration to date of payment in terms of the prescribed rate or the rate fixed by the court of the foreign country, whichever is the lower.\(^ {13}\)

17. **TIME OF ENFORCEMENT AND SUBSEQUENT ACTION**

(a) The estimated time period from the date of filing of the application until the date of the enforcement of the foreign judgment:

(i) **If unopposed** – where a period of fourteen days has passed after service of the application on the Respondent(s) and there is no opposition, the applicant may set down a date to appear before the court and such date shall be allocated based on the court schedule. The passage of twenty-one days is required where the Respondent(s) are outside of a 100km radius of the Court.

(ii) **If opposed** – The time of enforcement will be much longer due to the documents of opposition to be filed and the arguments to be filed and heard before the court. The party opposing will have to file the opposing documents within a period of fourteen days if they are within a 100km radius of the court and twenty-one days if they are outside 100km radius. The passage of time before the enforcement of the judgment shall be determined by the court schedule and the particular period of time cannot be ascertained. The time before enforcement shall depend on each case in its particularity.

(b) **If the judgment is enforced by the local court, it is enforceable as follows:**

(i) attachment of property – movable – The Deputy Sheriff as an officer of the Court has the mandate to attach, physically remove the

---

property and have it sold at auction. This shall however be on the instructions of the Plaintiff/Creditor, based on a writ of attachment and execution issued by the court.

(ii) immovable – The Deputy Sheriff as an officer of the court shall attach and have the property sold as according to the writ of attachment issued by the court.

civil imprisonment – Order 53 of the High Court Rules deals with civil imprisonment. The Deputy Sheriff having made a return of nulla bona or not sufficient goods on a writ of execution, the judgment creditor may cause to be issued a summons commanding the judgment debtor to pay the amount of the judgment, and, unless he does so to show cause at a time and place stated why an order for personal attachment should not be decreed against him.

(i) bankruptcy/liquidation – the procedures of liquidation as according to the provisions of the companies Act of Botswana would have to be followed.

(ii) restraint on leaving the country – the restrained person’s passport is usually confiscated and kept until such a time that the restraint is lifted.

(c) The attachment of property and sale of same for the payment of the debt or civil imprisonment where the debt cannot be paid.

(d) In the event of an appeal from a decision granting or refusing to grant enforcement:

(i) There is an automatic right of appeal.

(ii) The usual time period for such an appeal from the High Court to the Court of Appeal is six weeks.

(iii) Yes.

18. EXPENSES, LEGAL FEES AND SECURITY FOR COSTS

(a) The High Court requires a payment of fees or postal stamps to be placed on the documents to be filed, the stamps being the equivalent amount in cost.

(b) Fees may be charged on either attorney and own client scale, which the attorney sets and agrees with his client or party and party scale which is provided for by the rules of the court or client and attorney scale which is double the party-party scale.

(c) Yes. A lawyer is permitted, should he so wish, to enter into a fee contingency agreement.

(d) The entire portion of the applicant’s fees is recoverable in the event of the applicant’s success.

(e) The applicant would have to give security for costs (apart from an application for interim relief dealt with under 15(b)).

14. Ibid.
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19. **Bankruptcy/Liquidation**

(a) Yes.\textsuperscript{15}

(b) The foreign trustee would have power to deal with local assets provided s/he is recognized by the local courts.\textsuperscript{16}

20. **Lawyers (Who Can Appear?)**

Once one has been admitted as an attorney in Botswana, one may appear in courts in Botswana except for the customary court and the small claims court.

21. **International Treaties**

22. **Cross-Examination of Affidavit’s Deponent**

(a) If a supporting affidavit is required, it is left to the court’s discretion to request cross-examination of the deponent. The court may request viva voce evidence for clarification or may refer the matter to trial where there are disputes of fact.

(b) In the event that the Defendant wanted to cross examine the Deponent in an Affidavit, he would be required to give security for the travelling expenses of the deponent. The Court would order costs to be covered by the Defendant.

23. **Required Affidavit**

An application is usually initiated with a ‘founding affidavit’. The form of the affidavit is as according to the Rules of the High Court, Order 13.

24. **New Action Instead of Enforcement**

(a) Yes. A new action may be instituted on the original cause of action instead of making application for enforcement based on the judgment. The jurisdiction of the local court to entertain the matter will however have to be proven and confirmed.

(b) The period of prescription for oral agreements is three years while it is six years for claims based on written agreements.

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
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25. **PRESCRIPTION**

There is no specific period specified from granting of the judgment in the foreign country must action be initiated in the local country.

26. **STATES/CANTONS**

Botswana’s law is uniform all across the country as the country is not divided into separate states or jurisdictions.